The target build pt 2 the witness paper
I tried out my target system by just putting a 10m
target on the indexing lines I had drawn on the
inside of the back of the box, projecting the
dimensions back using the 2mm laser cut steel front
face hole that is the size of a 10m card, I am using
the front aperture as my measuring datum and the
sensors and back calibration target card are
measured from this.
I ordered blank electronic target card faces from
Witness paper support blocks marked Kruger along with black witness paper rolls, as
although the system worked fine with the target in
out and cut to length
the back and appeared to be accurate once more
than a couple of shots were taken things became
inaccurate as shots hit partial holes or just whizzed
through without registering . This system picks up
the sound of the pop as a pellet goes through a card
or witness paper. Having to go down range and
change the card every couple of shots was not what
I wanted from an electronic target.
So here in words is how I built the witness paper
feed system, I had a good look at Allans really nice
system and tried to get hold of similar bits here in
End blocks, bearing, silver steel shaft, the UK and failed, motor was ok but could not
source the drive or pinch rollers. I bet others will
universal joint for drive, rubber fuel
have similar problems so decided to build it with
pipe and 100rpm motor with 90
simpler stuff and see how it went. The 12v motor
degree gearbox to save space
and gearbox had to have a 90 degree power output
from the motor axis as I had made the target quite
slim and could not fit in a linear motor and gearbox
without cutting the side of the target box out, the
drive turns at 100rpm. The drive shaft and pinch
wheel shaft were made from ground 6mm silver
steel, this is guaranteed to be straight and spot on
6mm unlike 6mm bright mild steel. The drive from
the gearbox
output shaft is
also 6mm to
15mm Forstner bit and 6mm brad
connect the two
point wood drill for shafts
shafts I used a
project 6mm mini
universal joint. The drive shaft runs in two 15mm OD ball
races that sit in the wooden upright pillars. For accuracy
the holes for the bearings were cut using a 15mm
Forstner wood bit and was drilled so that the bearings
End blocks one with bearing
stay level with the surface of the wood. There is a small
dropped in place
bit of play in the outer race and wood upright but this
allows the bearings to self centre. The drive shaft has
rubber drive rollers these are made from rubber automotive fuel pipe with a 6mm ID, when
completely happy with the instillation the last thing I did was dribble a drop of super glue

on the ends of each rubber and this locked them in place to the shaft. I took the glaze off
the rollers by rubbing them with abrasive paper.
The pinch wheel shaft was made using 6mm
silver steel and five 15mm OD ball races (all the
ball races I used had seals on both sided. The
races were a very accurate fit on the shafts (read
tight) and if there is the slightest burr on the end
of the shaft they will just not slip on, they are such
a good fit I have not had to use anything to keep
them in place. As in Alans system the pinch wheel
shaft sits in an slot the same width as the dia of
the shaft and the shaft acts as a pinch wheel as
there are four 6mm dia springs in those slots.
Pinch shaft with bearings with drive
Alan uses just two springs and is a better system
rubbers cut from rubber fuel pipe
but I did not have enough room to put a end cap
on as I had made the box so slim. So my four
springs just push in from the side of the slot and
rest one end on the shaft and the other on the
wooden end of the slot. To stop end-float of the
pinch wheel shaft (the shaft just sits in a 6mm
hole in the wood pillars) I slipped a 6mm washer
on each end and then a piece of 6mm rubber
fuel pipe. The rubber pipe also is used to pull
the shaft away from the drive rubbers when
feeding in the witness paper, as I've not as yet
put in any switches to power up the motor to
Motor with universal joint drive shaft and feed in the paper. The end-float of the drive
shaft is controlled by being fixed securely to the
pinch rollers
gearbox output shaft, on the end of the shaft
away from the universal joint from the gearbox I
slipped on a 6mm washer and a piece of 6mm
rubber fuel pipe this holds in the “floating” ball
race on the pillar that is away from the drive
motor pillar.
The pillars are 2mm wider than the paper and
the shaft spacings were worked out using the
outer dia of the rubber tubing and the dia of the
bearings and I kept the whole thing as compact
as possible. I cut the slots in the wood for the
Cutting out pinch roller shaft movement
slot using coping saw
pinch roller shaft with a coping saw after
drilling two holes and joining them up and
all holes were drilled using a pillar drill to
make sure they were square (while still
being round if you know what I mean). I
used the centre height of the gear box
output shaft plus 0.75mm for the
dimension for the hole in the pillar for the
centre of the drive shaft, why the plus
0.75mm well that is to account for the

Checking slot clearance for shaft

thickness of the super sticky 3m double sided foam tape I used to glue the gearbox to the
back of the target box. To stick this tape to wood and it to work well you first have to seal
the area with a couple of coats of PVA glue and let it dry well.
The motor needs to have a flyback diode
between the pos and neg as in Alans
instructions but I could not find any diodes
locally resembling the numbers he used so
after consultation with all things Google settled
on using a 1N4001 diode.
To connect the -ve of the motor to ground
through the auxiliary pin I used a breadboard
jumper lead to push on the correct pin.
Great care was employed when glueing the
drive unit in square otherwise the paper will
have the propensity to slowly shift sideways
Glued in place, motor still loose
as it feeds causing grief. Also although I glued
it in I did not over do it and his allows me to
remove (breaking the glue bond with a sharp controlled wallop from a hammer) it if I have
to to change it or move it at another time. With
all of this great care and lots of measuring is
involved and this really pays off if you get it the
best you can.
As with most things a picture is worth a
thousand words so have a look at the pictures
as they may make the whole thing a lot
clearer. All bearings, shafts, motor and
gearbox were bought in the UK from ebay.
This is just a guide to spark your ideas, so do
it your way too but feed it back as it is useful
to others, as this little build is perhaps the
End block detail before adding springs
hardest bit of the project.
washers and rubbers

Checking the width with a witness paper
roll before glue is dry

Motor now glued in place with 3M foam
tape, all wired up with diode, paper in place

Pillar non drive side showing 6mm steel
washers and 6mm inside dia rubber tubing
to locate shafts and bearing in place, note
the steel spring in the slot to make the
“pinch” work, there are two springs in
each slot.

Drive side pillar showing small universal
joint connecting gearbox to driveshaft and
6mm inside dia rubber fuel pipe pushed
onto the pinch roller shaft and used to keep
the pinch shaft in place

